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FOGELPOLE CAVE
RESURVEYING THE
LONGEST CAVE IN
ILLINOIS
JUNE 15, 2014
BY CHAD MCCAIN

Today was the first
day of the start of the
Foglepole Cave resurvey
since Clifftop purchased 535
adjoining
acres
which
accounts for 11-13% of the
cave’s watershed. Ray Shaw
and I met up with Aaron
Addison as well as several
Clifftop members. Survey was
slow as we were training new
people who had never
surveyed before; however, we
managed to make it from the historic Fogelpole Cave
entrance to the junction room.
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CREVICE CAVE
SURVEY
JULY 19, 2015
BY PAUL D. HAUCK
I met with Dick Young, Norman Gallup and Don
Dunham at the Park-et Restaurant. Our objective for the
day was to continue the re-survey of South Independence
in Crevice Cave.
We arrived at the entrance at 10:05 a.m. and
found entrance passage to be pleasantly dry-ish. We set
a leisurely pace as usual to keep from overheating and
arrived at the final station from FSB 100 at 11:35. I got
Norman and Don started, then Richard and I went ahead
a few hundred feet and started our survey.
Norman’s part of the passage was fairly simple,
12’x 16’ with a dirt floor with an ancient stream channel
meandering back and forth across the passage, along
with some mild domes in the ceiling. There apparently is
a passage crossing underneath Independence. The
lower passage apparently pirated the stream from
Independence and created a narrow 3’ wide canyon that
funneled down to, a now, plugged drain. Norm went one
station beyond this canyon to tie into my survey.
I had planned on going to the second one of the
above described canyon funnels to begin my survey then
stop at the beginning of the 700’ crawl, but I decided to go
on up to the crawl to make sure it was as far as I thought.
Sure enough, it was still right where I saw it 40 years ago.

I paced my way back the 600’ I thought I could get
surveyed on this survey and wound up almost back at the
first canyon funnel. The first turn after this canyon funnel
provided a good place to leave a tie-in station for Norman
and Don.
My part of the passage was pretty similar to
Norman’s with a few extras. This part had a few more
bulges and overhangs, slightly larger domes and one
clay-filled joint tube at floor level. After the first shot we
came to the next canyon funnel, but this one drops down
into, what appears to be, an active stream. I could hear
and see water, but wasn’t prepared to get down into the
passage. There is a rumor that a guy got down into one
of these things and had a horrible time getting back out,
and I expect it was this one.
Access and exit will take some rope work. Shortly
after this canyon funnel I noted that the top 3’ of the walls
and the ceiling were a Cryptozoon algal mat. Near the
end of our survey the passage appears to have hit a
perpendicular joint and made a sharp turn to the right
while the joint ran off to the left some 40’ before becoming
clay filled. This is the location of the 3rd canyon funnel.
Richard went down to the bottom to find a drain about 4”
in diameter. I was finishing up the sketch on my last shot
when Norman and Don showed up – about 3:30. We put
all our toys away and then took Don up through North
Independence to show him all the formations, then we
headed out – about 4:45.
We got out of the cave at 5:45 p.m. We had
totaled 1,014.1 feet of re-survey. This is part of FSB101
& 102.
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LLOYDS CAVE
SURVEYING THE DRAIN
JULY 22, 2014
BY CHAD MCCAIN
Ray and I had a coinciding week day off so we
decided to conduct another survey into Lloyds, during low
water, to push the main drain of the cave. Ray talked me
into bringing along a friend of his,
Jeremy Sherrell, which he never
asks for, so even though it was a
terrible 2 man survey, a 3rd came
along to learn the ropes. We
entered the Take Out Pit entrance
of Lloyds Cave, discovered from the
inside by Mike Tennant (Joe Walsh
originally) and blasted open by
Brandon Crawford and Brian
Francis. This entrance makes it
possible for non(rope) vertical
cavers to access the cave, although
it is still a very dangerous ascent to
the 132’ depth of the cave.
We made it into the cave,
rigged and rappelled the 43’ “Dusty
Pit” into the main middle level of the
cave. From there we made our way
to the waterfall pit in the middle of
the cave. While Ray and Jeremy set
up the survey I rigged a rope around
a huge natural flake above the pit,
allowing the waterfall pit to be
rappelled for the first time. Once at
the bottom the crap survey began
where the cave continued as a low
stream crawl under a disappearing
and flowstone filled canyon. There
were several chest compressors
along the way, depending on your
size, and a bit of digging and moving
of gravel to make our way through
the treacherous crawl. By 2:00 p.m.
we were through the tightest portion
of the survey and into a narrow slot
canyon which was just wide enough
to make it through and not tall
enough to stand in, save for a few
spots.
The drain continued until
the canyon shaped passage
dropped down into another oval shaped crawlway, where
it immediately intersected a clay filled crosscutting
passage which was filled with clay. We made it around the
tight side crawl, over a few hanging rimstone dams and
into the T junction. The T junction actually looked like the
passage continued trending around 250 degrees but a
piracy had cut a lower route and sent the cave draining off
at 150 degrees. The canyon continued upward, although

very tight, upwards of 25-30 feet. The sump lay
approximately 80’ past the T junction down the passage
continuing at 150 degrees. I pushed the 250 degree
trending passage to what I would call the bitter end. It was
a very tight canyon, 3’ high, with quite a bit of surface trash
and some airflow.
We did leave a recoverable station at the junction
but realistically the survey down there to the actual sump
will most likely never happen as I have been there before,
and there is no way past it. It is a 1’ high ceiling with less
than 2” of air and no airflow with approximately 1’ of boot
sucking mud on the cave floor. At this point the cave is

132’ deep and an overall elevation above sea level of
405’. Blackfathom’s sump is currently called at 439’ and
Bader Springs sump is at 397’.
While the cave is heading straight towards Bader
Spring, there are quite a few massive sinks between, with
great depth (not 130’ though) and the outlook is bleak due
to the elevation profiles.
There is realistically 1 dry survey left in this cave,
at the Lloyds end of the cave, in an upper level at the
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ceiling of the canyon. Unfortunately this sides
entrance was bull dozed shut and a stand
pipe was put in place so getting there isn’t as
easy as it used to be. That being said, this is
another lead knocked off the list of leads that
could possibly bypass the Blackfathom Sump.
It is my opinion that the floor of the cave is
near the contact of the Salem/Warsaw
formation , as is the entire Blackfathom sump
area, and penetrating further down is likely
not possible due to the water table at the
spring.
Approximately 1 dozen dead bats
were found, obvious casualties from WNS
that was discovered in January, 2014 during
survey.
We also gave the Widowmaker Pit map
to the Bader’s today and they were extremely
delighted to see it. They truly thought it was a
great thing to have in hand.
Today’s survey totaled 337.1 feet in 20
shots. The cave has a depth of 132 feet and
the depth at the sump is 405 feet above sea
level. The sump in Blackfathom is at 439 feet
and Bader Spring is at 397 feet. These
numbers are subject to revision based off of
more accurate elevation data.
Today’s survey totaled 337.1 feet in 20
shots. The cave has a depth of 132 feet and
the depth at the sump is 405’ above sea level.
The sump in Blackfathom is at 439’ and Bader
Spring is at 397’. These numbers are subject
to revision based off of more accurate
elevation data.
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Preston Spring Cave
AUGUST 3, 2014
BY ROB KAVALIAUSKAS
Brandon, Gerry, and I put together a last minute
trip on Sunday to push Preston Springs Cave, a cave I
have been wanting to get back into ever since I learned
Brandon worked with the landowners. The property has
Preston Springs Cave, the only cave map I have ever
drawn, and used to have Under wire Pit, a small 22 foot
deep pit that had a flow stone and very small passage in
the bottom. The landowner covered it up due to erosion
issues.
I had always wanted to go back as the entrance
is kind of cool and Hartman had always said he thought
the cave was getting bigger up ahead. Jose and I only
went back 50 feet, but Hartman had gone 100 feet back.
The entrance was still cool, a crawl directly to the
right as you get in under a large breakdown rock and then
there is a small room you can sit up in. At the far end there
is a small waterfall. At the top of the waterfall, the cave
continues to the right, following the ridge above it.
The first 100 feet past the waterfall is miserably,
a little water and a lot of hard rocks, after that, however, it
gets not so bad.
The cave gets to be around 6 to 12 feet wide with
2 feet of water and 6 to 12 inches of air. More than enough
space to breath without a helmet and just enough water
to salamander a good part of the way.
About 200 feet into the cave Gerry's light crapped
out so Brandon stayed back to help him and I continued
the exploration.
On and on I went, around every corner, the water
crawl continued. Eventually on the side of the passage it
got to 5 feet high in a joint and had some black and white

flowstone. The main passage never got any higher,
however.
About 100 feet past that I could go no further. 20
feet ahead of me the ceiling got lower and water splashed
up against it. All in the water back there was a lot of debris
like rotting leaves. I knew I had found something pretty
close to the surface and then turned around and headed
out.
I'm a little disappointed it didn't do anything but
another part of me was glad as it would be a hell of a cave
to survey. The air throughout was fresh so I had been
hopeful the whole way. It couldn't have imagined finding
big passage at the end of it and coming back to do
numerous trips. Only belly crawling on hard rock would
have been worse.
We estimated it was 500 to 600 feet in length. The
problem was it followed the ridge very close to the surface
so it could never get
taller. I was very
proud of Gerry as
he is new to our
group but he fought
his way through it.
The
only
time I screamed
was when I felt
something between
my legs, which was
a
frog
I
had
disturbed.
We ridge
walked the whole
property after that
and found some
sinks we think might
have been the end
of the passage but
no way to get in.
There were sinks
higher up around
the property, but
nothing enterable.
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Finley Cave
Pulaski
County,
Missouri
AUGUST 4,
2014
BY
CHAD
MCCAIN
This trip
was nothing more
than
a
pure
recreational trip
as I was working
on the road near
Rolla, Missouri.
After
work
Michael Bradford
and I went to Finley Cave to photograph
the bear claw marks that are so
prominent in the upper level of the cave.
We parked at a low stream crossing
where a sinking stream crosses a gravel
road. The hike down the dry creek bed
was cool as the geology in the creek bed
was pretty cool. After a very short walk up
hill we were in the cave entrance where a
baby buzzard was hanging out.

The lower level
of the cave had a
very
small
insignificant
stream as well as
some graffiti on
the
walls.
Eventually
we
made our way
through a tight
spot called “The
Fatty Filter” and
to what used to
be the dead end
of the cave.
Once at this

point, we climbed straight up the
canyon walls, 20-30 feet, to the
traversable channel at the top of the
canyon. From here we made our way
through the clay caked canyon
passage and eventually started
finding bear claw marks everywhere.
The cave gets quite complex at this
point and the end has not been found
nor pushed by anyone that Bradford
knows.
Somehow the bears got in, but it
is hard to imagine where they could
have gotten into as floors have eroded
and passages have collapsed to small
openings.
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Kueker Spring Cave
Perry County, Missouri
AUGUST 13, 2014
BY ROB KAVALIAUSKAS
Bobcat,
Tomas
Kavaliauskas, Mark Brewer, and
Brandon Crawford headed out to
Kueker Spring Cave last Sunday
to check up on the cave. The
cave was discovered by SEMO Grotto members back
before Blackfathom was discovered. The cave was
significant for its length of 4000’ and because it was the
first big cartography project for Kris Hartman. The things
he learned mapping this cave lead to his ability to draft
the map for the Blackfathom River Cave.
The trip came about because Brandon had
become friendly with the Kueker’s working at the parts
counter at John Deere up in Ste. Genevieve. We were
given access to do the trip.
I found the cave
pretty easily even though
I hadn't been in since the
2nd President Bush was
in office. We looked
around the area a little
and looked at a lead
nearby. It’s a wall of rock
with a lot of water coming
out. It’s only 6 to 12" high
so no one is getting in
there.
The entrance into
the cave is a classic cave
but after 8 feet it becomes
a belly crawl on mud for
around 100 feet. After that
it’s 1/3 walking, and 2/3
crawling or stoop walking.
I was interested
in going back as Chad McCain and Kris Hartman went

back several years ago and
found a bunch of fossils. Chad
also talked about the amount of
life inside the cave.
I found 2.5 horse teeth,
the first of which was found by
Thomas on our trip out of the
cave. I found a couple of bones
as well. Probably just recent
animal remains in the last
couple hundred years if that.
I though at one point I
had found a dinosaur egg but Brandon dug it out and it
was just a turtle shell. They also found the skeleton of a
small rodent embedded in rock as well.
The cave was streaming with life. We saw at least
a dozen salamanders, mice that live in the cave ceiling,
one of which was running from us for a 1/4 of the trip on
the way in and out. We saw a crayfish nest and a couple
of frogs as well. Isopods could be seen in the water as
well.
Kueker is a great cave to visit as it was virgin
when we found it and has remained so due to nobody
going in it
other than the
survey of it. At
times
you
have to be
very careful
due to the
amount
of
soda straws
on the ceiling.
I
think
in
another
couple
hundred
thousand
years, parts of
the cave will
be
impassable
as they grow lower and lower. For a cave that has an
average height of 4 feet, there are a ton of soda straw
formations.
Unlike the Blackfathom survey which
took forever to find a side passage, this cave has
3 or 4. They don't lead to very much, but they are
there. You can still see survey stations marked
in the mud banks 3 feet off the ground. I guess a
lot of water doesn't get into the cave anymore.
Maybe is going lower into something else.
The cave going from crawl entrance to
walking to crawl to walking and then back to
crawling. The downstream end of the cave is too
low to be passable and upstream it ends in
breakdown and a sump that no human can get
through. There is a lead in that same sink where
the passage continues upstream more, but it
would have to be dove into. We can go look at it
again in the winter as it is overgrown with weeds
now.
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Beckett Bear Cave
Ste. Genevieve County, Missouri
AUGUST 31, 2014
BY EDMUND TUCKER
With the assistance of micro shaving and placing
bolts, Ray Shaw, Jeremy Shirrell, and I bottomed out a 3
pit, multi-drop is Ste. Genevieve, Missouri, in Beckett
Bear Cave. After running out of passage, and ascending
to the top of the middle pit, a substantial rain moved in
creating a very exciting and unexpected, torrential,
incoming waterfall, which quickly began to flood the cave.
This made the rest of the exit very memorable.
The free fall drops were roughly 20 feet, 25 feet,
and 17 feet. With those short lengths, we opted towards
free chimney climbing with an 11mm hand-line on bolted
anchors on our way in, so in short, we didn't have vertical
gear to assist us on our way out. Looking back, the
scariest part about this is if the cave would have kept
going. We would have been at the furthest point down
when the flooding began.
To access the final pit, significant micro shaving
had to take place. The final blast from micro shaving
resulted in the blast mat and the firing pin falling to the
bottom of the final pit, along with the rock. A judgment call
was made, and I free climbed to the bottom of the final pit
without the assistance of a rigged hand line.
We had plenty more rope, but it was at the top of
the first pit. The plan was, if the passage continued at the
bottom of this final pit, Jeremy was going to return to the
top and bring us back a rope to rig, so the rest of the group

could all continue down as well. Going down it was the
easy part, but making the climb out with the
counterweight, firing pin, and blast mat, proved to be quite
challenging, and time-consuming. It makes my stomach
turn to think about being in this situation when the
waterfall came crashing in. The bottom of the pit was
plugged with organic matter and flood debris scattered
along the walls all the way to the top.
After making it to the top of the final pit, I decided
to drill the holes and set the anchors where a rope could
be rigged from on a future trip when we return to map this
cave. Unfortunately, but mostly fortunately, fhe drill ran
out of battery power before I had finished the process of
setting the anchors. Sending another battery down from
the top of the first pit would have been time-consuming
and complicated, so Ray made the call for me to head on
up and out. As it was, all 3 of us had to
free climb back up the 1st pit with a rigged
hand-line, directly under a pounding
waterfall of muddy, sediment filled water,
and hand up all the gear as well.
It is a truly remarkable thing to
witness. A cave that is completely dry can
have massive amounts of water coming in
from everywhere in a split second. In this
case, we had about 15 seconds to
prepare, because we could hear the water
coming in, like a train. But it didn't start out
as a slow trickle. It was immediately a
torrential incoming waterfall. It's like a
dam broke. We watched for about 20
minutes as this significant amount of
water continuously tore down into the top
of the first pit. We expected to see it fill up,
but it never did. We finally left the cave for
fear the entrance may collapse from
erosion.
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Browns Hole
Shawnee
National
Forest, Hardin Co. IL
SEPTEMBER 27, 2014
BY CHAD MCCAIN
This
tale
actually
started on the day before, on the
26th of September when
Edmund and I were goofing off
late into the night when we
finally drove to Devils Rock
Campground, which is located
on the Ohio River, in between
Elizabethtown and Cave-InRock, Illinois. We
met up with Gary
Resch and Ray
Shaw
who
already had their
camps set up.
In
the
morning, we met
up with Dr. Steve
Taylor
for
breakfast and to
talk about our
plans
before
heading to the
cave. We parked

on the forest road
and got dressed
and hiked up the
hill and eventually
found the pit,
which
was
surrounded by a
make
shift
barbwire fence. A
fairly
new
4
wheeler trail ran
right past the pit
entrance.
Survey
was
fairly
straight
forward; however,
it was also fairly
complex. Edmund and Gary made their
way down the pit and up a sketchy
homemade ladder to the horizontal
portion of the cave, while Ray and I
surveyed the entrance pit and the pit in
the back of the main level. Steve spent
his time doing a bio inventory survey of
the entire cave. In the end we obtained
505.6 feet of survey in 24 shots with a
total depth of 74’ from the surface to the
low point.
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Crevice Cave
Pushing Eternity
OCTOBER 4, 2014
BY EDMUND TUCKER
It took a total of five separate, 5 1/4 mile roundtrips, over the course of 18 months, with the participation
of 19 cavers, each trip ranging between 12 to 15 hours,
which finally led to today's reaching the highest possible
level in the Chimney in the Eternity Room in Crevice
Cave. Paul Hauck, Bob Osburn, Richard Young, Shawn
Williams, Norm Gallup, Mark Brewer, Jeremy Shirrel and
I were in attendance when the discovery was made
underground. Jeremy and I were on site at the dig
location, located at the top of a 75 foot dome/pit. Mark was
stationed near the base of the pit and worked as a
messenger between the two groups. The rest of the guys
were on the complete other side of the very large
"Eternity Room", mapping the Eternity Passage. The story
leading up to this point of the dig project has been
recorded in 4 previous trip reports. There has been a lot
of gear hauling, a 75 foot bolt climb, digging dirt, microshaving rock, and freezing out in a tight passage with
tremendous airflow.
Once Jeremy and I ascended the rope and
reached the top of the dome/pit, we got out of our vertical
gear and went straight to work. A 4" layer of dirt/mud had
washed in since the last time I was here, so that all had to
be removed again. However, this part of the process went
very quickly this time, due to the consistency of the dirt
and the fact better tools were brought for the job than
previously. It's like a full-blown mining operation. Dirt and
rock are placed in a Rubbermaid container, one person
pulls a rope attached to the container over to the pit,
dumps it, and the other person pulls the container back
by a separate rope and fills the container again. After 45
minutes of dirt removal, I had made it back to the furthest
point I had been to on the previous trip.
Before me lay the same 10 foot section of very
tight, keyhole shaped passage which stopped me before.
Beyond the 10 foot section of passage, it opened up into
a room. At this point, the plan was to micro-shave this 10
foot section of passage larger, in order to access the room
which was visible at the end of the passage. Once all the
gear for micro shaving was laid out, I was prepared to
begin the process then realized there was no blast mat.
The blast mat is the item that shields the person from the
micro explosions and is necessary to prevent injury.
Game over.
I considered drilling a hole through my Swaygo
pack, and using it as a blast mat, but I decided I should at
least try to push the passage "as is", before destroying a
$100, waterproof, cave pack. The likelihood I would fit
seemed impossible. It was like the tiny door Alice in
Wonderland fit through. Helmet off, arms extended out in
front, lying on my side, I pushed with my toes and pulled
with my fingertips. Progress could only be made by

pushing the air out of my lungs. When I was about halfway
through, Jeremy moved up to the spot where the tight
passage began and watched this process took place. I
realized it was likely I was going to make it through pretty
soon after I started, because the passage width stayed
consistent the whole way. After about 10 minutes of
moving forward inch by inch, I was now lying face down
in the room I could only before see a glimpse of through
the tight keyhole passage I had just crawled through.
I yelled back to Jeremy, "I'm in the room! I made
it through! There's passages everywhere! I've got a
passage to my left, a passage that keeps going in front of
me, and probably a passage above me, but I haven't been
able to look up yet!"
I made it to my knees and in the process of
standing up, I felt the massive airflow pulling downwards
all the way around my body from above. I tilted my head
back and looked upwards. Above me, I saw an easily
climbable, 25 foot dome. This was extremely exhilarating
but, since we were way overdue to exit the cave, further
exploration and survey will be left to another trip.
One last note to add: on the rappel back down, at
least 100 leopard frogs were piled onto a ledge halfway
down the 75 foot pit. Although this pit is known for having
leopard frogs gathering all around the base, and even in
nooks and crannies on the way up, this is by far the most
ever seen in one spot. These frogs have been noted by
other cavers in this area, every time this spot has been
visited, going as far back as when this chimney climb was
first discovered roughly 40 years ago. I believe this must
be evidence there is a pond very close by.

Crevice Cave
Surveying from Eternity
OCTOBER 4, 2014
BY BOB OSBURN
I traveled into the cave in company of 7 others
until just before Eternity room where we split into working
parties. I was given Norm Gallup as my crew and we
started surveying at a flowstone under a small side
passage (Coffee Pot or some such). We began at
approximately noon although I did not note the time. We
tied a flagging to a prominent nubbin but did not survey
the side passage. Since I had not talked to Paul about
scale I sketched at 20 ft/in. I think he is doing 40 but I can
sketch faster at 20 and am more used to it. Passage
consists of a stream with gravel bars (somewhat mud
coated) and big mud banks up to 10 or 12 feet
high. Everything was muddy and slick due to recent rains
which slowed things down a bit and made work
treacherous. We used an EA numbering scheme starting
at 26. At E30 a small stream comes in on the right hand
side (At stream/floor level) and an upper level passage,
probably a cut around enters high (see x’s) on the left
wall. (all directions given coming out of cave). A spray
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shot was made to leave a flagging on an undercut just
past the small stream which is about 3 w x 2 high and will
be fairly nasty to survey. At E31 another high passage
comes in on the left perhaps the other end of one at E30
but neither end was easy to climb into even though I
suspect I may have done back in 74? Another small
passage and stream comes in at E32 which was marked.
This has water flow and a fairly nice 4 x 4
flowstone where it drops into the main passage. Easy
enough to climb into. Passage is about 4 x 4 where last
seen but we did not explore. Consists of a stream with
mud banks for the 20 feet we could see. In main passage
stream is often undercut past the walls and these were
sketched and measured with the disto where they could
be. Some places they are separate and entry would be
nasty if possible. At E33 the passage which had been
trending NW turned due W or perhaps a little south of
West and became taller and less wide. This perhaps is
the up dip direction. At E37 there is a possible but I think
unlikely 2h x 1w canyon at ceiling on right side.
We marked the station but climb would be very
hard. The right wall has a sloping ledge with a pillar right
over the stream and the lead which probably fills is right
over the pillar. See x’s. I seem to have left it off the plan
but just make it about 2 feet wide. A prominent ceiling
channel showed up about here but did not get
represented all that well on the sketch. There is a cluster
of big rocks mostly blocking the passage and deep water
both downstream and upstream of the pile.

E39 is the last station and is on the point of a big
rock that some people crawl over to avoid the deep
water. It is flagged and marked although the mark may
not persist very well given that it is close to stream
level. We quit at 6 pm. Sketcher burnout was not far
away and Norm went to investigate the whereabouts of
Paul and his crew. When he returned we finished packing
up and proceeded to Merlin’s where we waited on Paul
Dick and Shawn. We all eventually gave up on Edmund
and went out of the cave. Good thing too since he was
3.5 hours longer than us in exiting. Arms and shoulder
complained bitterly on way out but worked every time they
had to. AND A GOOD TIME WAS HAD BY ALL.

Crevice Cave
Surveying from Eternity
OCTOBER 4, 2014
BY PAUL D. HAUCK
I met with Dick Young and Shawn Williams at the
Park-et Restaurant along with Bob Osburn, Norman
Gallup, Edmund Tucker, Mark Brewer and . Jeremy
Shirrel. The latter were destined to work on other projects
on this same day in Crevice that will be described in other
reports. Our objective for the day was to finish the re-
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survey of the Eternity Room and begin the upstream
survey from the room.
We arrived at the entrance at 9:15 A. M. and
found entrance passage to be pleasantly dry-ish. We set
a leisurely pace as usual to keep from overheating and
arrived at the final station from the previous survey in the
Eternity Room at 1:30 P.M., which was 20 feet above the
stream on the first plateau. We surveyed down off the
plateau to the stream, then downstream back into the
breakdown stopping short of the siphon. We stopped
about 20 feet short to the siphon because all surfaces
sloped toward it and, with all the fresh silt all over
everything, we didn’t feel safe to get that close. I tested
the stream where we stopped and the floor was starting
to disappear. We backed up about 40 feet and surveyed
up into the breakdown which brought us back out at the
beginning station at the top of the first plateau.
Richard took Shawn up into and over to the other
end of the room to let him see it and to check in with Mark
Brewer who was at the bottom of the Chimney helping
Edmund with the work he was doing there. In the
meantime I went down to the stream to look into how we
were going to get up into the upper meander loop off the
stream. I stomped, slid, stomped, fell, stomped, etc. my
way back down the 20 feet to the stream, then stomped
my way up to the wall next to the outlet of the meander. I
looked at the slope coming down out of the meander and

saw the mud was
way too liquid to
support
anyone’s
weight so I decided
to
go
to
the
upstream end and
see if I could get up
there. I did manage
to stomp my way up
into the passage.
The
passage
immediately went
into crawl status
with
my
back
brushing the ceiling
for a short stretch.
At a sharp left bend
the passage was
tall
enough
to
stoop-walk.
At the end
of the stoop, the
passage dropped
out & down to the
stream
again.
When Richard and
Shawn got back
they attempted to
put mud balls on the end of the tape and try to throw it up
to me, but to no avail. All they did was throw mud balls at
me, which may have been the idea to begin with. We
decided to survey up the stream to that end of the upper
level and survey it from that end. We surveyed one
station up the stream then surveyed through the upper
level and tied it back in to the stream survey. Then we
began surveying up the stream passage toward the
station I started Bob Osburn off at. The next station we
set was on a rock sticking out of a sharp ridge of mud at
the first bend upstream where a narrow passage comes
out. Far as I know, this passage has never been pushed.
The rest of the survey was nasty but mundane. Several
stream crossings were 3 feet deep, 2 feet of that being
mud – a very nasty area. Finally, at 7:00 P.M. we tied in
to Bob’s survey, packed up and headed out.
We caught up with Bob and Norman at the outlet
of Merlin’s passage, then the 5 of us headed out together.
We got out of the cave at 10:00 P.M. After changing we
headed to the McDonalds for supper, since everything
else was closed. We got our supper to go so we could
get back and wait for Edmund and crew to get out.
Edmund was out and changing clothes when we got back
to the parking lot. Everybody was fine, just tired. We had
totaled 891feet of re-survey and 138 feet of new survey.
This is part of FSB103.
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T.A.G. Fall Cave-In
OCTOBER 8-12, 2014
BY CHAD MCCAIN
Wednesday morning, Michael Bradford, Chris
Doerhoff and I headed down to Tennessee to meet up
with Ray Shaw. After Ray getting lost due to not printing

out directions, much less reading an email I sent him
months in advance, the trip got underway at the Wilkson
Hollow Horror Hole.
This cave features 4 drops total and the first is a
single bolt rig which drops you into a massive chamber
over 500’ long and approximately 120’ wide with 80’
ceilings. After this is the 165’ deep Horror Hole drop,
which shoots you down to the lower level of the cave
through a massive breakdown chamber.
A small 2030’ drop is next with
a
very
sketchy
route, followed by
the 99’ “Bear Well”
to bottom the cave
out as far as rope
work is involved.
Out trip went fairly
smooth.

Left:
Michael
Bradford took this
photo
of
me
standing at the
bottom of the Horror
Hole while Chris
was rappelling in
from the middle
level.
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Above: Another fine photo by
Michael Bradford in the large
chamber inside the Wilkson
Hollow Horror Hole. Chris is in the
upper left, Ray in the middle and
Chad in the upper right.

Next up on Thursday was Fern
Cave in Alabama, to visit Surprise
Pit, the deepest pit in Alabama at
436’, or 404’ from the rig point we
used. First we had to get ready at
the base of the mountain for the
hike up.
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Group shot in front of the Fern Cave
entrance.

Michael Bradford crossing the lip at
the 404’ rig point in Surprise Pit
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Gary lights up the ceiling, Chris on rope above Edmund, and Chad at the bottom of the pit. Photo by Bradford
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On Saturday we ventured to the Skyline
Wildlife Management Area in Alabama to
drop the 160’ Mandy’s Pit.

Right: Ray Shaw on rope while climbing out
of Mandy’s Pit.

Left: Joe Nicolussi rappelling into Mandy’s Pit.
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Below:
Swimming out of
Sinking Cove on
Saturday. This
was the only trip
for
Michael,
Chris and I. Gary
and
Edmund
went to another
cave
with
another group.
We elected to do
the
5
drop
pulldown trip in
Sinking
Cove
instead. Always
nice to swim out
clean.

Left: Larry Ablen
climbing out of
Mandy’s Pit with
Bradford back
lighting.
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Crevice Cave
OCTOBER 24, 2014
BY PAUL D. HAUCK
In the spirit of introducing just what lies under their feet,
on October 24, 2014 I organized a trip into Crevice Cave
for some city officials and some other folks. I had
recruited the help of several experienced cavers to mix in
with the others to help them negotiate the various hurdles
they might encounter. The personnel included:







Brent Buerck, City of Perryville
Tim Baer, City of Perryville
Willy Oldham, Robinson Construction
Ryan Huitt, Robinson Construction
Andrea Ponder, Robinson Construction
Drew Christian, SEMO Regional Planning

through the group to be better able to monitor everyone.
We made our way through the upper Pipistrel Cave to the
Quaman Connection where we re-grouped. From there
we dropped down into the lower cave system and made
our way across the canyon straddle. No one was
especially fond of that spot but all made it across it without
incident.
We made our way on down the stream, stopping
for a moment to see Herman, the fossilized bat in
flowstone and various fossils & formations as we went.
The stream was very alive with critters. We must have
seen 50 salamanders in various stages of development.
There was a small pool of half inchers, gobs of 1.5
inchers, some with gills. There were many planarians,
isopods and amphipods. All made it past the Man-Eating-

The cavers that were helping were:
 Paul Hauck
 Richard Young
 Norman Gallup
 Brett Meisel
We met at the Park-et restaurant, our normal
meeting place for cave trips. After a hearty breakfast we
headed off to the cave. Everyone got geared up and, after
checking to see if everyone was geared up properly and
after taking a “before” picture, we walked over to the
entrance of the cave. I entered the cave with Andrea and
Ryan close behind. The cavers scattered themselves
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Pothole unscathed. When we reached the Independence
Passage, we all climbed up there and strolled along the
formation wall enjoying the beauty. After we had climbed
back down to the stream without incident, we headed on
downstream.
We got past the second Man-Eating- Pothole,
down the Waterfall, through Sculpin Way, through the
duck walk and back to the stream. In Sculpin Way below
the Waterfall we saw the normal Sculpin residents, taking
care to point them out and/or move them to prevent injury.
The group enjoyed seeing the large rimstone dams at
Zakarian’s Folly. The next stretch of passage was boring
– just slogging along in one to two foot of water between
sloppy mud banks. Everyone made it over the large
rimstone bridge near the downstream end of Merlin’s
without incident but had a very hard time getting up the
mud bank and into the upper level. Everyone finally made
it up and, after a rest, we headed on out to the Eternity
Passage.

After some people washed some of the
accumulated mud off of themselves we headed upstream
toward the Paradise Room. At the base of the Paradise
Room breakdown slope we regrouped so as to keep a
tight single file up the slope and into the room. Most
seemed fairly awestruck with the formations that adorn
the room. Some of us went over to the lower side of the
Curtain formation and viewed it for a while. When all
looking was done and all pictures were taken we all retired
to the top of the room of a last minute snack.
Finally we all headed out. The trip out was
generally uneventful, with everyone making it out without
incident. Some were quite tired but all seemed to enjoy
the trip. Had they not prepared themselves as well as
they had, they would have been a lot more tired. The
trip took eight hours which was an excellent time. The
group moved real well owing to their appropriate
equipment.
We took an “after” picture then changed
clothes. The visitors went home while the rest of us went
back to Park-et for supper.
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Fogelpole Cave
Survey Continues
NOVEMBER
15,
2014
BY CHAD MCCAIN
Survey
continued with 3 teams
including myself, Michael
Bradford, Aaron Addison,
Steve
Taylor,
Bob
Osburn and Brian Biggs.

Since Bradford and I were together
I will share a few photos he took
while I was sketching like mad.
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Crevice Cave
Survey Continues
DECEMBER 10, 2014
BY PAUL D. HAUCK
I met with Dick Young, and Norman Gallup at the
Park-et Restaurant. Our objective for the day was to
continue the re-survey of Merlins passage in Crevice

Cave.
We arrived at the entrance at 10:00 a.m. and
found entrance passage to be bit sloppy. We set a
leisurely pace as usual to keep from overheating and
arrived at the final station from the previous survey at
12:00 a.m. The survey area wasn’t quite as sloppy as it
was on the previous trip since there hadn’t been any
significant rain for a while and the mud banks had drained
down.

We continued the survey on down to and up into
the upper level that by-passes the stream and set our final
point at the lip of the first sinkhole in the passage where
the stream passage breaks in. We finished up the last
shot, cleaned the tape, packed up and headed out at 5:00
p.m.
We got out of the cave at 7:00 p.m. After
changing we headed to the Park-et for supper. We had
totaled 459.1 feet of re-survey and 4.8 feet of new survey.
The 4.8 feet was a shot setting a beginning station for the

survey of the continuation of the stream which has never
been surveyed.
We saw quite a bit of cave life on the trip. We
saw about a dozen sculpins, ten juvenile salamanders,
two cave salamanders, one tiger salamander, a couple
bull frogs, a couple bats (pips), several flat worms, and a
moderate amount of amphipods and isopods on the
rimstone riffles.
This is part of FSB106.
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Green Rock Caverns
Discovery and Survey
DECEMBER 15, 2014
BY CHAD MCCAIN
Green Rock Caverns, a
lead I stumbled across during the
Lilly Cave project, gave us quite the
pleasure on this day. What started
out to be a project to survey a
different short cave on the property,
led me to taking Edmund Tucker
and Gary Resch by this hole under
a boulder first off. It was on the way
after all and truth be told, Edmund
acted quite disgusted and said “As

map has been drafted in its entirety, waiting for the next
survey trip.

long as this doesn’t take very long.”
We approached the cave and Edmund
crawled in, followed by Gary. I wasn’t sure if it was a
void under a giant boulder or a cave, but whatever, it
needed to be checked. Moments later I heard
Edmund yell, “Gary, tell Chad to get his sketch book
out.” They were both excited by what we had found
and the decision was made to map this cave since it
was new and unknown, unlike the other cave.
Survey
proceeded
slowly
into
the
Pennsylvania sandstone as the ceiling was
breakdown, and the floor turned to breakdown and
two leads went through the breakdown. We found a
third passage leading downward and surveyed into it.
Immediately we broke into the Kinkaid limestone and
we eventually found a decent sized room with a third
breakdown lead heading further downward. Only one
survey has been conducted in this cave so far but the
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Top: Group
shot in the
“big room”
inside
the
Kinkaid
Limestone
with
a
sandstone
ceiling.
Middle:
Archimedes
Screw Fossil
Bottom:
Another
group shot
in the room
facing
the
other
direction.
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Devils Backbone
Cave
M.T.N.F.
DECEMBER
26,
2014
BY
CHAD
MCCAIN
The
Devils
Backbone Cave is a cave
I found while hiking on
the Ozark Trail in Oregon
County,
Missouri,
several years ago. I was
back in the area for work
and I surveyed the small
cave for the CRF. Black
bear
tracks
were
observed in the cave as
was an old bear bed.
Unfortunately the cave
was very small and
ended almost as soon as
it started.
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Layton Cave
Taney County,
Mo
BY
CHAD
MCCAIN
This is a simple
write up about a cave
map I drafted for Ben
Miller. This cave is
located in a golf course
and after the survey
was finished the owner
of the golf course
decided to excavate the
tiny entrance and make
the cave part of his golf
course’s natural beauty,
utterly destroying
several hundred feet of
passage in the process.

Top: Before
Bottom: After
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